News Release

Find it EZ Code Search adds new BI docs for Crystal Reports, Xcelsius,
Oracle Reports and SSRS
KELOWNA, British Columbia, Canada, September 23, 2012 – Find it EZ Software Corp. has released Find it EZ
Code Search Professional version 4.2.0, a Business Intelligence & Database source code search engine that
automates software change impact analysis. Find it EZ improves software worker productivity, enabling
organizations that maintain or depend on custom software to:
Prepare more timely and accurate estimates
Enhance software change management processes
Improve code quality
Find it EZ eliminates cost overruns that are caused by underestimating or missing aﬀected areas of an
application that need to be modiﬁed whenever new speciﬁcations are proposed or your data model is
changing.
The latest release adds wizards to extract and generate bulk documentation reports from an entire library of
Crystal Reports RPT ﬁles. This includes an improved version of the built-in "Report Deﬁnition" and "Show
SQL Queries" documents with the following advantages:
Use new Datasource Extract or SQL Queries reports to aid in conversion of embedded SQL code to
new target databases ( stored procedures, views ) or report types
Instead of one-at-a-time, generate an entire set of Report Deﬁnition documents in seconds from all
of your RPT source ﬁles
No extra garbage content, just clean, organized source code content with some value-added goodies
like "unused formulas" and more recommended by well known Crystal guru, Ken Hamady
No need to view, copy and paste "Show SQL Query" content from individual sections ... dynamically
generate ANSI SQL standard code without needing an underlying database connection or
providing parameters for each query!
About Find it EZ Software Corp.
Founded in 2010, Find it EZ creates productivity tools for software developers. Whenever changes are
planned or made to the underlying database in any software application, it can be a challenge to ﬁnd all
referenced code that can be aﬀected. Normally, each software layer or programming language would
require time-consuming and disconnected analysis with a variety of independent tools. Find it EZ provides a
full 360 degree view of the entire code-stack in a single integrated application. Case studies have shown that
companies like Westinghouse, Sprint, The Mayo Clinic and Pan American Life Insurance, using solutions from
Find it EZ to manage their software changes, have increased their productivity by 42% or more. Find it EZ
Code Search received a Microsoft award for innovation in 2011.
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